We report on the orbits of the small, inner Saturnian satellites, either recovered or newly discovered in recent Cassini imaging observations. The orbits presented here reflect improvements over our previously published values in that the time base of Cassini observations has been extended, and numerical orbital integrations have been performed in those cases in which simple precessing elliptical, inclined orbit solutions were found to be inadequate. Using combined Cassini and Voyager observations, we obtain an eccentricity for Pan 7 times smaller than previously reported because of the predominance of higher quality Cassini data in the fit. The orbit of the small satellite (S/2005 S1 [Daphnis]) discovered by Cassini in the Keeler gap in the outer A ring appears to be circular and coplanar; no external perturbations are apparent. Refined orbits of Atlas, Prometheus, Pandora, Janus, and Epimetheus are based on Cassini , Voyager, Hubble Space Telescope, and Earth-based data and a numerical integration perturbed by all the massive satellites and each other. Atlas is significantly perturbed by Prometheus, and to a lesser extent by Pandora, through high-wavenumber mean-motion resonances. Orbital integrations involving Atlas yield a mass of GM Atlas ¼ (0:44 AE 0:04) ; 10 À3 km 3 s
INTRODUCTION
Among the major objectives of the Cassini Imaging Subsystem (ISS) investigations at Saturn are the search for new Saturnian satellites, the accurate determination of the orbits of any newly discovered bodies, and the refinement of the orbits of the previously known Saturnian satellites. The greater sensitivity of the ISS cameras compared to those on the Voyager spacecraft (Porco et al. 2004) , as well as the geometry and duration of the Cassini tour of the Saturn system, have already resulted in the discovery of satellites several times smaller than Pan and Atlas, the smallest discovered by Voyager. The purpose of this paper is to report the latest orbital elements for Pan, the newly discovered Keeler gap satellite S/2005 S1 (provisionally named Daphnis), Atlas, the F-ring shepherds Prometheus and Pandora, the F-ring ''objects' ' S/2004 S3 and S/2004 S6 , the ''co-orbital'' satellites Janus and Epimetheus, the newly discovered satellites found within the main satellite system Methone and Polydeuces, and the recovered satellite Pallene. We also describe the orbit determination procedures followed in the analyses of their motions and report here the details of the many Cassini observations that have been used in this work. The orbits for objects that were treated in Porco et al. (2005) are updated in this work using the most current Cassini images and the latest spacecraft trajectories. The orbits for Methone and Pallene are now based on orbital integrations that include the major perturbations in the Saturnian system. The Methone analysis has led to a better GM value for Mimas , which has allowed the orbits for Atlas, Prometheus, Pandora, Janus, and Epimetheus to be determined in a single integration (GM is the product of the Newtonian constant of gravitation G and the satellite mass M ).
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The observations used in the orbit analyses presented here came from a variety of sources. Obviously, for the objects actually discovered by Cassini, the sole source of information was Cassini imaging data. For Pan and Pallene, images acquired by both Cassini and Voyager 2 were used; for Atlas, Prometheus, Pandora, Janus, and Epimetheus, observations from Cassini, the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ), ground-based telescopes, and Voyager were used (see x 5.3). For each satellite, Table 1 gives the source of the measurements. Table 3 (an unabridged version of which is available in the online supplement) lists the Cassini observational information collected from each image used in this work. The analyses presented here have used the most complete set of observations, both historic and new, available for these objects as of the dates given in Table 2 .
Point-Source Measurements on Cassini Images
Cassini images were navigated (i.e., accurate celestial pointing of the camera was determined; see below) to determine accurate celestial coordinates of the satellites. For navigation purposes, it was necessary to determine the locations of stars in the image. For satellite orbital analyses, it was necessary to determine the location of the satellites, some images of which were unresolved. Locating stars and unresolved satellites involves the measurement of the positions of point-source images.
Point-source positions were measured by finding the best correlation between a Gaussian point-spread model and a subregion of the image surrounding the source to be measured. Subpixel precision was obtained by fitting the correlation peak to a Gaussian profile and taking the best-fitting center as the object's location. Point-spread full widths at half-maxima for the narrow-angle camera (NAC) and wide-angle camera (WAC) were taken as 1.3 and 1.8 pixels, respectively (Porco et al. 2004 ). Although recent work has shown that the point-spread function (PSF) is not accurately represented by a Gaussian, the center of a best-fit Gaussian is a good estimate of the center of the PSF, because the PSF is highly symmetric (in both the NAC and WAC). For smeared point sources we estimated the midpoint of the streak by eye, as the times of the midpoints of the exposures were used for all of our calculations.
In the case of Pallene, which we show below is the same object as 1981 S14 first observed by Voyager 2, we reanalyzed the single Voyager image of that body. In addition to the other steps described in this work, it was necessary in this image to correct for the significant distortions inherent in the selenium-sulfur Vidicon detector by comparing the fiducial ''reseau'' marks to their known focal-plane locations ).
Pointing and Trajectory Corrections
Images were navigated by fitting the computed positions of catalog stars to their measured image positions. We used a merged star catalog containing 48,767,342 stars, of which 436,771 (mostly bright) are from Tycho-2 only, 46,216,371 are from UCAC-2 (USNO CCD Astrographic Catalog 2) only, and 2,114,200 are in both catalogs. Common stars take their positions and proper motions from UCAC-2, while the other information is from Tycho-2. Magnitudes of Tycho-2 stars are corrected to the Cassini clear filter passband, and magnitudes of UCAC-2 stars are already somewhere between V and R.
Because the stars are extremely far away, pointing corrections obtained using stellar locations are not sensitive to errors in the spacecraft trajectory. However, the satellite is close enough that the uncertainty in the spacecraft position could introduce a noticeable uncertainty in the apparent position of the satellite in the sky and hence an uncertainty in the derived orbit. Based on spot checks in which orbits were fitted using slightly different trajectories, we conclude that the results presented in this paper do not suffer significantly from that effect and should be reproducible using the reconstructed trajectories available from the Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF) at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). 
Satellite Image Measurements
The measurement of point-source positions was discussed above; resolved sources were measured by finding the centroid. In either case, the raw measurement gives the line and sample of the center of light in the image, which may not correspond with the center of the disk. Therefore, a phase correction was applied. Referring to Figure 1 , for a spherical body with a lunar-like photometric function (i.e., no limb darkening) the offset of the center of light from the center of the disk is given by
where dA is the element of surface area, R 2 sin d d, R is the apparent radius of the object in pixels, È is the phase angle,n is the surface normal at spherical coordinate (, ), andv is the vector from the body center to the observer. The dot product (n =v) foreshortens the surface element relative to the observer, and R sin ( þ È) is the moment of the surface element projected onto the axis in the phase plane perpendicular to the viewing direction. The moment along theẑ-axis is zero by symmetry. Although the assumptions leading to equation (1) are not precise, it produces a more accurate estimate of the true subpixel image position of the body center than the raw center-of-light measurement.
The raw image measurements and pointing angles (i.e., Euler angles describing the celestial orientation of the camera) for all of the Cassini ISS observations are tabulated in Table 3 . Data from HST and the Earth-based stations are published elsewhere (Table 1) , and the Voyager measurements will be published soon.
Celestial coordinates (i.e., directions corresponding to measured image locations) were determined using the instantaneous spacecraft position and orientation (from SPICE files [Acton 1996] , available from the NAIF Web site) and the known geometry of the ISS cameras relative to the spacecraft (the basic geometry is described in Porco et al. [2004] , and the most current information is maintained in SPICE files).
ORBIT MODELS
Two different approaches were used to determine orbits, depending on whether or not the body was expected to be significantly influenced by the perturbations of other satellites and how long a time was spanned by the observations.
When the body's orbit over the observation time interval was expected to be free of measurable perturbations from other satellites, the orbit was modeled as an inclined Keplerian ellipse whose apse and node precess under the influence of Saturn's gravitational harmonics. When the body's orbit was found not to be well fitted by such a simple model, numerical orbital integrations (including the effects of other satellites) were performed instead. Our work has shown that Methone, Pallene, Polydeuces, Prometheus, Pandora, Janus, Epimetheus, and even Atlas require -Geometry for computing phase contributions from an unresolved spherical body. Herex points at the Sun,ẑ is perpendicular tox and in the sky plane, andŷ is perpendicular tox and in the phase plane, forming a right-handed orthogonal coordinate system. Also, and are the standard polar coordinate angles, dA is an element of surface area withn the surface normal at that point, È is the phase angle, andv points at the observer. In (a), the body is shown as viewed by the observer. Panel b shows the body from above theẑ-axis. the latter approach to produce convergent and reasonable results. F-ring objects may also require such integrations. For Pan and the Keeler gap satellite, we used the Keplerian ellipse model, which we describe in the following section.
KEPLERIAN ELLIPSE ORBIT SOLUTIONS
The position of a body following a uniformly precessing Keplerian elliptical orbit is specified by nine elements: semimajor axis a, eccentricity e, inclination i, longitude of periapse $, longitude of ascending node , mean longitude at epoch k, mean motion n ¼k, apsidal precession rate$, and nodal precession rate.
Each Saturn-centered Keplerian elliptical, inclined solution is referred to the Saturn equator, with apse and node that precess under the influence of Saturn's gravitational harmonics. For the current orbits we took the orientation of Saturn's pole and the values of the harmonics from Jacobson et al. (2005) . Because the eccentricities and inclinations of all objects are small, we use the equinoctial (Broucke & Cefola 1972) rather than the classical Keplerian orbital elements to represent the orbits:
where e is the eccentricity, M is the mean anomaly, ! is the argument of periapse, i is the inclination to Saturn's equator, is the longitude of the ascending node on Saturn's equator, k is the mean longitude, and $ is the longitude of periapse. Longitudes are measured from the ascending node of Saturn's equator on that of the Earth's equator at the J2000.0 epoch in the prograde direction. The three longitude rates associated with the elements are dk/dt, d$/dt, and d/dt.
The elements were optimized using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Press et al. 1992) , whereby the parameter shifts at each step are computed from the gradient and curvature of the 2 function. The 2 function is computed from the differences between the measured image locations and those computed using the instantaneous orbit solution. Table 4 gives the orbital solutions with their formal uncertainties for the Kepler-model orbits, and Figure 2 shows the distribution of the observations in true anomaly. The element uncertainties were computed from the curvature of the 2 function with respect to each element (i.e., the square root of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix [Press et al. 1992] ) using an input uncertainty estimate of AE1 pixel in line and sample. This estimate allows for not only the direct error in the measurement of the line and sample of the point source (which is in almost all cases smaller than 1 pixel) but also the indirect errors resulting from uncertainties in the pointing and in the trajectory, which are manifested as a line and sample offset in the computed position of the body at each step. In some cases, notably for the node and periapse longitudes, the effective uncertainty may be considerably larger than the quoted formal uncertainty due to various conditions such as low inclinations or eccentricities and strong correlations with other free parameters.
Pan
The presence of Pan in the Encke gap was first inferred by its effect on the gap's edges as seen in Voyager images (Cuzzi & Note.- Table 3 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astronomical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.
a Pointing angles are in degrees and are referenced to Earth's mean equator at the J2000.0 epoch. b Twist is the angle, measured clockwise about the optic axis, between the spacecraft X vector (Porco et al. 2004 ) and the projection of the celestial north vector on the focal plane.
c Line and sample start at (1, 1) at the center of the first pixel in the image file. d Provided by the JPL navigation team.
Scargle 1985); it was eventually observed by Showalter (1991 Table 3 ). We have extended the baseline of Cassini Pan observations by about 14 months over that reported in Porco et al. (2005) . Showalter (1991) determined the camera pointing from the location of the Encke gap and other image features, e.g., the shadow boundary on the rings, Saturn's limb and terminator, and the outer edge of the B ring.
When processing the Voyager data, we accounted for the trajectory errors by estimating corrections to the approach asymptote direction (Jacobson 1991) . We found the corrections in right ascension and declination to be 0N0285 AE 0N0064 and 0N0029 AE 0N0018, respectively.
Pan's classical elements, derived from the equinoctial, appear together with their formal errors in Table 4 . We did not estimate a, d$/dt, or d/dt but instead computed their values from the secular perturbation formulae given in Null et al. (1981) ; their uncertainties are based on the errors in the mean motion and in the second zonal harmonic of Saturn's gravity field.
The addition of the Cassini data has improved knowledge of the mean longitude rate of Pan by 3 orders of magnitude over Showalter's published value. The Showalter (1991) orbit was circular and in Saturn's equatorial plane; we detect no significant inclination and, contrary to what we found in Porco et al. (2005) , we obtain only a small eccentricity using the longer data arc. We tried an integration to check for a long-timescale variation and found very little difference from the Keplerian fit. The larger eccentricity reported in Porco et al. (2005) may have been caused by systematic errors in the Voyager data, which had a higher weight in that fit because there was less Cassini data available at the time. The integration did reveal the effect of a nearby 16 :15 inner mean longitude resonance with Prometheus with a libration period of about 108 days and an amplitude of about 3 km in the inorbit direction. The argument for that libration is
where the unprimed quantities refer to Pan and the primed quantities refer to Prometheus. Table 5 gives the postfit rms of the observation residuals. Note that the Voyager observations are defined in terms of right ascension () and declination ( ) as seen from the spacecraft, whereas the Cassini observations are the actual sample and line locations of Pan's image.
Keeler Gap Satellite, Daphnis
Porco et al. (2005) noted ''wispy'' features in high-resolution day-side images of the Keeler gap acquired immediately after the Cassini orbit insertion maneuver in 2004 July. Although their morphology remains unexplained, a frequency analysis of those features suggested that they might be associated with a satellite orbiting near the center of the gap. Such a satellite, provisionally named Daphnis, was indeed discovered in a sequence of images taken on 2005 May 1 (Porco 2005) , which was part of a movie designed to search for gap-embedded moonlets. Figure 3 shows a representative image from that sequence. Daphnis's disk was barely resolved, and its diameter is inferred to be about 7 km.
Daphnis's orbit was determined by fitting the precessing Keplerian ellipse model to 38 observations of line and sample, taken over about 7 months (see Table 3 ). The best-fit elements are given in Table 4 and the fit statistics appear in Table 5 .
ORBITAL INTEGRATIONS
Because simple Keplerian ellipse models were inadequate to explain the motions of Methone, Pallene, Polydeuces, Atlas, Janus, Epimetheus, and of course Prometheus and Pandora (which are known to exhibit chaotic motion [Goldreich & Rappaport 2003; Renner et al. 2005 ]), the model for their orbits is a numerical integration of their equations of motion.
The general formulation is in Cartesian coordinates centered at the Saturnian system barycenter and referenced to the International Celestial Reference Frame. We include the perturbations on them due to the Sun and Jupiter, the asphericity of Saturn, and the major Saturnian satellites-Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Titan, Hyperion, and Iapetus. Only for the cases of Atlas, Prometheus, Pandora, Janus, and Epimetheus do we also include the gravitational interactions among those five bodies. The Saturnian system dynamical parameters and the ephemerides of the perturbing satellites are from Jacobson et al. (2005) . JPL planetary ephemeris DE410 (Standish 2003) provides the positions of the Sun and Jupiter.
Methone and Pallene
Methone (S/2004 S1) and Pallene (S/2004 S2) were discovered in Cassini images from 2004 June 1 between the orbits of Mimas and Enceladus on orbits that are nearly circular and uninclined (Porco 2004a; Porco et al. 2005 ; see Table 3 and Figure 4 for observational details). Both bodies were subsequently detected in other imaging sequences, including several ''retargetable'' observations designed specifically for the purpose of recovering those bodies.
With the discovery of Methone and Pallene the possibility arose that one of these satellites might be the same as an object, S/1981 S14, seen in a single Voyager 2 image . The image in question was shuttered on 1981 August 23 and contained a streak that was identified as possibly being a previously unknown Saturnian satellite and given the designation S/1981 S14 (Synnott 1986 ). The orientation of that streak was consistent with an object on a regular orbit about Saturn, and Synnott (1986) estimated a radial distance of about 2:1 ; 10 5 km, assuming the body was in the equatorial plane. That rough estimate would put it on an orbit very similar to that of Pallene (see Table 6 ). However, S/1981 S14 was revisited by Gordon et al. (1996) , who concluded that the radial distance was actually about 21,000 km smaller, the discrepancy being caused by ''poor camera pointing.'' That estimate would give S/1981 S14 an orbit similar to that of Methone. We have revisited S14 yet again and conclude, based on our own pointing, that its radial distance on an uninclined orbit would indeed be about 2:1 ; 10 5 km, identical to Synnott's original estimate, making it a candidate for the original discovery of Pallene.
The source of the above disagreement (which amounts to >200 Vgr NAC pixels) between our estimate and that of Gordon et al. (1996) is not clear. Our pointing is derived from the position of the single bright star in the image, as was the Gordon et al. (1996) pointing. Synnott (1986) does not describe his pointing correction, but he was aware of the bright star in the center of the image, as he pointed it out in Figure 4c of that work. Because only one star was used for the pointing, the twist angle about the optic axis could not be constrained. However, even if the angular errors in the Voyager pointing were as large as an entire narrow-angle frame (about 1 3 , which is large even for Voyager), the answer would be changed by no more than a couple of pixels. Our computed longitude for S14 is within 2 of that determined by Gordon et al. (1996) ; since that longitude is measured in the rotating frame, that error may be caused by the use of a slightly different planetary rotation rate, which would of course not affect the radial result. Neither Synnott (1986) nor Gordon et al. (1996) provide their pole directions, but the dispersion in reasonable pole directions alone is not large enough to cause the discrepancy in radius. Parallax caused by the $10 km uncertainty in Voyager 2's trajectory or Saturn's position and distortions in the image caused by the Voyager Vidicon system also do not account for the difference.
In spite of the unexplained radial discrepancy, 1981 S14's longitude is consistent with the predicted position of Pallene at the 1981 S14 epoch to within the roughly 8 uncertainty in Pallene's longitude (based on the mean motion in Table 6 ). Also, inclusion of the Voyager 1981 S14 measurement, together with the Cassini measurements, in the Pallene uniformly precessing model produces an orbit solution with an rms residual of about 2 pixels, slightly higher than without the Voyager measurement. However, in an orbital integration of Pallene's motion the S14 point exhibits a residual of about 0.6 pixels. Therefore, we conclude that S/1981 S14 and Pallene are the same object and adopt the solution given in Table 6 .
Precessing ellipse models were found to be inadequate not only for the orbit of Pallene but for that of Methone as well. The orbits of both bodies have been integrated together, although their mutual perturbations were ignored because of their exceedingly small size and large distance from one other. The orbit integration clearly shows that Methone experiences significant perturbations from Mimas, and Pallene from Enceladus.
We developed a set of mean orbital elements for each satellite by fitting a precessing ellipse to the integration results over the time span 2004 January 1 to 2020 January 1. The fit included 107 Cassini images of Methone and 80 of Pallene (Table 3) Table 6 , and the statistics of the Cassini observation residuals are given in Table 7 . The sample and line residuals for the Pallene Voyager 2 observation on 1981 August 23 are À0.539 and +0.297, respectively. We do not report uncertainties for elements derived by fitting a Keplerian ellipse to an orbital integration because that procedure does not produce formal uncertainties in the same sense as in the simple Keplerian fits. However, based on the formal covariance from the orbit fit and comparisons with previously determined orbits, we estimate the 1 error in Methone's orbit to be about 20 km in the radial direction, 400 km along the orbit, and 10 km normal to the orbital plane; the along-orbit error is basically an error in the amplitude of the mean longitude resonance with Mimas (see below). For Pallene the respective errors are 5 km radial, 20 km in orbit, and 5 km out of plane.
Figures 5 and 6 show the differences between the precessing ellipses and the integrated orbits in the directions along the orbital motion, radial from Saturn, and normal to the orbit plane. The periodic signature in the Methone in-orbit differences is a consequence of the roughly 450 day libration due to a 15 :14 outer mean longitude resonance with Mimas; the resonance can be more clearly seen in Figure 7 , which displays the osculating elements. The libration argument is
where unprimed quantities refer to Methone and primed quantities refer to Mimas. Our analysis of the interaction between Methone and Mimas has allowed us to refine Mimas's GM by a factor of 6 ). The in-orbit difference for Pallene also exhibits a long-period signature, and the same signature appears in Pallene's osculating mean longitude, shown in Figure 8 . The long-period effect is caused by a 19:16 inner mean longitude resonance with Enceladus. Figure 9 shows the difference between an integrated orbit and a precessing ellipse when Enceladus is omitted from the integration; the periodic in-orbit signature seen in Figure 6 is no longer present. A possible argument for the libration with Enceladus is
where the unprimed quantities refer to Pallene and the primed quantities refer to Enceladus. The period of the libration is about 10 yr.
Polydeuces
Polydeuces was discovered in images from 2004 October 21 (Porco 2004c; Porco et al. 2005; Murray et al. 2005 ) (see Table 3 ). It became clear with repeated observations that Polydeuces was a Trojan of Dione. We determined its orbit by numerical integration, taking Polydeuces to be massless, owing to its small October 5. We find that Polydeuces is librating about Dione's trailing Lagrange point L5 (67N87 behind Dione) with an amplitude varying between À31N41 and +26N06 and a period of 790.931 days (see Fig. 10 ). By way of comparison, Dione's previously known Lagrangian satellite, Helene, leads Dione by about 62N46 and librates with an amplitude varying between À14N92 and +16N42 and a period of 767.94 days (Jacobson et al. 2005) .
Our result is close to that of Porco et al. (2005) , where we reported an amplitude of about AE25N8 and a period of about 792 days. The discrepancy is caused primarily by the fact that the current fit is based on a significantly longer data arc (17.5 vs. 10 months). An independent fit by Murray et al. (2005) used a similar data set to that of Porco et al. (2005) and reported an amplitude that varied between À31N68 AE 0N06 and +21N16 AE 0N1 with a period of 791.3 days Based on the formal covariance from the orbit fit and comparisons with previously determined orbits, we estimate the 1 error in the orbit to be about 5 km in the radial direction, 25 km along the orbit, and 10 km normal to the orbital plane. The error in the orbital period is less than 0.05 s.
We developed a set of mean orbital elements for Polydeuces by fitting a precessing ellipse to the integration over the time span 2004 January 1 to 2009 January 1. In the fit we corrected the mean longitude to account for the libration. Table 6 contains the derived elements. The statistics of the observation residuals are given in Table 7. 5.3. Atlas, Prometheus, Pandora, Janus, and Epimetheus
The refinement of Mimas's GM resulting from our analysis of Methone's orbit has allowed us to compute the orbits of Atlas, Prometheus, Pandora, Janus, and Epimetheus in a single integration by fitting to all of the observations and adjusting the satellites' initial states and GMs. In this integration the mutual gravitational interactions of these satellites were included, as well as the other effects mentioned above. The orbits were fitted to Earth-based, HST, Voyager, and Cassini observations. The orbital distributions for the Cassini image measurements appear in Figure 11 , and the measurements themselves appear in Table 3;  Tables 8 and 9 give the number and types of non-Cassini observations for each body. The observation type labels indicate Saturnrelative positions (labeled x and y) and Saturn-relative separation (labeled ). Table 2 provides the time spans of the Cassini observations. The Voyager observations are assumed to be accurate to 1 pixel for Janus and Epimetheus and 5 pixels for Atlas, Prometheus, and Pandora; the fit to the Voyager data is well within the measured accuracy. For the time frame of the Cassini tour the integrated orbits are presumed to be accurate to roughly 25 km for Janus and Epimetheus and 50 km for Atlas, Prometheus, and Pandora; the error is primarily in the downtrack direction, and radial and out-of-plane errors are less than 10 km.
Mean elements for the integrated orbits appear in Table 10 ; they are the elements of precessing ellipses fitted in a least-squares sense over the 2 yr time span from 2003 January to 2005 January, a relatively benign period in the satellite dynamics. The statistics for the fits appear in Table 11 . The differences between the mean and integrated orbits are periodic and are largest in the along-orbit direction. Their amplitudes are as follows: 200 km, Janus; 750 km, Epimetheus; 600 km, Atlas; 40 km, Prometheus; and 1750 km, Pandora.
Janus and Epimetheus roughly share the same mean orbit but have close approaches every 4 yr, at which time they swap orbits (Yoder et al. 1983 ). Prometheus and Pandora have been found to be in chaotic orbits as a consequence of a mean-motion resonance (Goldreich & Rappaport 2003; Renner et al. 2005) ; they exhibit significant changes in their mean motions every 6.2 yr when their apses are antialigned. Moreover, Pandora is in a 3:2 mean-motion resonance with Mimas (McGhee 2000). We have found that Atlas is strongly perturbed by Prometheus and to a lesser extent by Pandora. Figure 12 shows the in-orbit differences between the integrated Atlas orbit and a precessing ellipse when the effects of Prometheus and Pandora are excluded. Figures 13 and 14 show the same difference when only the perturbations due to Pandora or Prometheus are excluded. A 54 :53 mean longitude resonance with Prometheus introduces a periodic perturbation with an amplitude of about 600 km and a period of about 3 yr. The argument for that libration is likely to be
where the unprimed quantities refer to Atlas and the primed quantities refer to Prometheus. The amplitude of the perturbation produced by a 70 :67 mean longitude resonance with Pandora is of the order of 150 km, and the period is longer than the 6.2 yr time between the Prometheus-Pandora chaotic interaction. A likely argument for that libration is
where the unprimed quantities refer to Atlas and the primed quantities refer to Pandora. Because the ''mean'' motions of the bodies involved in the above resonances are dependent on the length of the integration arc, it is difficult to determine the correct combinations of the apse rates for each resonance. Therefore, we have chosen the smallest coefficients needed to produce a valid resonant argument. The effect of the onset of the Prometheus-Pandora interaction in the year 2000 on the Atlas orbit can be seen at the end of Figures 13 and 14 . As the orbits of Prometheus and Pandora are chaotic, there is reason to suspect that Atlas's orbit may be chaotic as well. If it is, then the Lyapunov timescale must be longer than the 19 month span of the Cassini data arc.
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The GMs from the fit appear in Table 12 , along with several previously published values. The Janus and Epimetheus GMs are well determined; they have changed little from the earlier results. Our GMs for Prometheus and Pandora are significantly smaller than the previous results, primarily due to a rereduction and recalibration of the HST observations 3 and to the observed perturbations of the satellites on Atlas. Note that they are in agreement with the GMs found by Rosen et al. (1991) from the satellites' effects on Saturn's rings. Our Atlas GM is the first determination from the dynamical interaction of the satellites; Porco et al. (2005) found a GM of 0.00014 km 3 s À2 based on the effect of Atlas in raising linear density waves in Saturn's rings.
F-Ring Objects
The dynamical stability of objects orbiting near the F ring is likely to be complicated; their orbits are probably chaotic due to overlapping resonances from the shepherding satellites (Borderies et al. 1984) , and the F ring itself may influence the orbits of nearby and embedded bodies. Moreover, if they are mere ''clumps,'' then bodies may simply shear apart on timescales of a few months (Poulet et al. 2000; Barbara & Esposito 2002) . Other interactions with Prometheus and Pandora may also assist in the destruction of F-ring objects. Therefore, with observations over a limited time span it can be difficult to determine whether or not a body seen orbiting near the F ring is actually a permanent satellite. Three objects-S/2004 S3, S4, 4 and S6-were discovered in 2004 (Porco 2004b ); see Table 3 . In an attempt to recover those bodies, an imaging sequence on 2004 November 15 covered about one orbital period of the F ring at a pixel scale of about 4 km, near their estimated sizes . For an unresolved object, the expected data value, integrated over the point spread, is roughly (Porco et al. 2004 )
where D is the distance from the camera to the body, R is the radius of the body, t is the exposure duration, G is the gain factor (electrons DN À1 ), and is a calibration factor that depends on the camera and the filter combination. Here F(È) is a phase factor representing the fraction of the (assumed spherical) body that is seen to be lit from the viewer's perspective (refer to Fig. 1 ):
Therefore, for two different observations of the same object using the same filter combination and the same gain state, we can define
where the indices denote each observation. Values of greater than or equal to $1 indicate that an object detected in observation 1 should be detectable in observation 2. References.
- (1 a Semimajor axis of the ellipse; independent of n. The November 15 sequence was taken in the clear filters with È $ 83 , D $ 4:5 ; 10 6 km, and t ¼ 2 s. The circumstances for the S3 discovery sequence were similar, but with a considerably shorter integration time, specifically, È $ 66 , D $ 6:5 ; 10 6 km, and t ¼ 0:68 s, yielding $ 4:9. Therefore, S3 should be visible in the November 15 images. Recall that the S4 discovery sequence occurred just 5 hr later than the S3 sequence, so the circumstances for both of those discoveries were nearly identical. Moreover, that sequence was obtained through various nonclear filters, further reducing the flux at the time of discovery, so S4 should also be visible in the November 15 sequence. For S6, we had È $ 152 , D $ 5:3 ; 10 5 km, and t ¼ 0:05 s in the clear filters, yielding $ 5:3, so S6 should be visible in the November 15 sequence as well.
Despite the preceding arguments, none of the above F-ring objects from 2004 were recovered in the November 15 sequence, suggesting that they were transient ''clumps'' rather than solid satellites. Alternatively, because it was only observed at high phase, S6 may have been a clump of fine material, or a small solid body buried in a halo of fine forward-scattering material, which would be difficult to detect in the relatively low phase November 15 observations, in which case those observations would have little bearing on its existence at that time. Therefore, the November 15 observations strongly suggest that S3 and S4 had disappeared by that time, and that S6 may have also disappeared unless its visibility was controlled mainly by small forward-scattering particles.
At the time of writing, at least 16 unambiguous objects-C7 through C22
5 -have been observed in orbit near the F ring in images comprising several movies (see Table 3 ) during 2005. In order to determine whether a given set of sightings corresponds to a single object, we search for a single orbit that fits all of the observations in question. As the individual data arcs tend to be relatively short compared to the time between sequences, a reasonable-looking orbit solution can often be found to tie together two sightings, whether or not those sightings represent the same object. In other words, each of the 2004 sightings can be tied to one or more of the 2005 sightings (S3 could be the same as C8 or C10, but so could S6), but those observations cannot all represent a single body because they are not all consistent with a single orbit, so many ( probably most) of these associations are coincidental. However, as shown in Table 13 , we do find that two orbits give reasonable fits to three or more sightings.
The first three-sighting solution in Table 13 , with an rms residual of about 10 pixels, suggests that S/2004 S3 reappears as S/2004 S4, then C12, and finally C22 (see Fig. 15 for the trueanomaly distribution of those observations). The Keplerian fit is poor, but given the complicated dynamical environment near the F ring that might be expected. However, an orbit integration also does not converge, so either we have neglected an important perturbation (e.g., from the F ring itself ) in the integration or this set of observations does not describe a single body.
The second three-sighting solution in Table 13 , with an rms residual of about 9 pixels, suggests that S/2004 S6 reappears as C11, then C13, then C20, and finally C21 (see Fig. 15 for the trueanomaly distribution of those observations). Again, the simple Keplerian fit is poor, but this time the orbit integration shows promise. Figure 16 shows the osculating elements. The secular rates have been removed from the mean longitude, periapse longitude, and node. Note the jumps in semimajor axis, which indicate energy changes; there are corresponding mean-motion changes, as indicated by the kinks in the mean-longitude plot. These effects are due to the S/2004 S6 interaction with Prometheus. Figure 17 shows the differences between the integrated orbit and the precessing ellipse (mean elements). Note that the kinks in the in-orbit differences and the jumps in the radial differences match what is seen in the osculating elements. Figure 18 displays the differences between an integration that omits the Prometheus perturbation and the precessing ellipse fit to that integration. There are still kinks and jumps indicating further energy changes; these are due to Pandora. The results when Pandora is omitted from the integration appear in Figure 19 . The ''energy'' changes are gone, but a periodic effect is now revealed. Removing Janus from the integration removes that effect, as shown in Figure 20 ; the remaining signatures are from the Mimas, Titan, and Epimetheus perturbations.
The above demonstrates that S/2004 S6 (assuming it is real), Prometheus, and Pandora are directly interacting and are being influenced by Janus and probably Mimas, Titan, and Epimetheus. There is much further work to be done; possibly the observations on June 21 and 29 are of S/2004 S6 and are simply indicating that we have not found all of the significant perturbations. 5 Provisional naming of F-ring objects was approached more cautiously in 2005, now that we see how difficult it is to establish their identities. Therefore, objects discovered after 2004 are referred to in this paper using unofficial names starting with the letter ''C.'' (2) If the above associations are real, then it suggests that these bodies are solid satellites instead of transient ''clumps'' (Poulet et al. 2000; Barbara & Esposito 2002) , whose lifetimes are expected to be less than a few months. Moreover, both orbit solutions cross the core of the F ring, in a radial sense. The nodal rates are highly uncertain, but if they precess at different rates than the node of the F ring, then both orbits must periodically intersect the F-ring core. 6 As seen in Figure 21 , S6's orbit came within about 1.5 km of the F-ring core, less than its estimated vertical thickness (Bosh et al. 2002) , in 2005 April. It would be surprising if such an interaction resulted in no observable consequences; indeed, Charnoz et al. (2005) suggest that a newly discovered spiral structure observed in the tenuous material surrounding the F ring may be among those consequences. Differential precession of the node would also imply that the orbits of S/2004 S6 and S/2004 S3 must periodically intersect one another. If both bodies are permanent satellites, then they may be protected by some mutual interaction.
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